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Current Affairs
Skies Above Hebron

55’

Image: Unpaved Road to Peace

Official selection IDFA 2020

The brothers Amer and Anas simply love pigeons and spend days
catching them on their roof in the Palestinian old city of Hebron.
The birds fly freely, but the brothers are continuously watched
by Israeli settlers and soldiers from the rooftop posts. The more
thoughtful Marwaan lives on a street opposite a large Israeli
settlement. He resists human right violations in his neighborhood
by filming the conflicts. Can the boys stay out of trouble? Skies
Above Hebron is a coming of age film depicting these boys’
challenges and hopes during five years of filming in the city.

Unpaved Road to Peace

55’

Docs for Sale

On paper, the signing of the peace treaty between the Colombian
government and the FARC ended a 53-year war in Colombia. For
many years the village of Caldono was on the frontline between the
warring parties. Farid, a village leader, writes a book about
everything that happened in Caldono. At the same time, he is
talking with the FARC to open up a dialogue between villagers and
guerrilla’s. Many fighters originally came from Caldono and now
have to return. Are they ready to face their victims and are the
villagers ready to forgive?
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Current Affairs
Backlight: Fighting for the Truth

Image: Backlight - A Peak at the Rich

30’ | 50’

Docs for Sale

With the COVID-19 crisis, it has become clear that China is gaining
influence in the world order. So how can we try to understand the
country, when it is difficult to get reliable information? Officially
released figures are debatable and critical Chinese citizens are at
risk. The influential Chinese artist Ai Wei Wei speaks about his
experience with censorship and the policies of the Communist
Party. What role remains for independent thinkers, activists and
artists in today’s China, especially with the new security law in
Hong Kong?

Backlight: A Peak at the Rich

30’

Docs for Sale

‘Taxes, taxes, and the rest is bullshit!’ Historian Rutger Bregman
stated during the World Economic Forum in Davos last year, the
annual get-together for the super rich. To the whole world, he
pointed out a painful fact: the super rich pay far too little taxes and
thus contribute to the increasing inequality and poverty of public
services. According to American writer and political analyst Anand
Giridharadas, philanthropists give generously, but often avoid
normal loads. Why don’t we tax the rich like ordinary citizens? And
what would be the effect if we did?

Backlight: Corona Crash

30’

Docs for Sale

The COVID-19 virus is sweeping through the financial
markets. Stock markets worldwide are plunging and rising briefly.
Backlight investigates what is happening in this parallel world,
where exchange floors are closed but some are already bargain
hunting? Via video calls, we discuss the world’s financial situation
with a colourful group of investors, traders and
financial analysts. People who have a lot to lose, but who can often
afford it as well.
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Highlight: In Europe 2019/2020
In Europe 2019/2020

NEW DOCUMENTARIES 19x40’

In Europe 2019/2020 is the sequel to the celebrated series In
Europe. In these new documentaries, we unravel the last 20 years of
European history. Optimism at the turn of the 21th century gave
way to fear and confusion after the attacks on the Twin Towers, the
credit crunch, an increasing influx of refugees and an increasingly
poor relationship with Russia. What is the impact of movements
like #MeToo and the yellow vests? Please note, In Europe 2019/
2020 is only available for European territories. It can be purchased
as individual documentaries as well as a series.

In Europe 2019/2020: The Sex of the Strongest
Docs for Sale

40’

When the French journalist Tristane Banon tells a TV show in 2007
how the powerful Dominique Strauss-Kahn tried to rape her, the
guests at the table respond with laughter. The whole of France shames her for airing her dirty laundry, but the stories of sexual abuse
of power are piling up all over the world. Yet it can also go horribly
wrong. In Sweden, the husband of the world-famous soprano Anne
Sofie von Otter, a theatre director, commits suicide when actresses
wrongfully accuse him of demanding sex in exchange for roles.

In Europe 2019/2020: The Laws of the Sea
Docs for Sale

40’

In the past two decades, tens of thousands of people have attempted to cross the Mediterranean Sea in crowded boats. A captain
who does not rescue such crew members in hopeless situations
is punishable. And one that will save them? Captain Pia Klemp has
saved at least 14,000 people from death with her ship. In 2017,
Italian maritime police seized the ship and accused her of helping
with illegal immigration. She could be sentenced to 20 years in
prison. Nevertheless, Pia remains committed to the refugees.
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Environment
The Thirsty City: Ciudad Mexico

Image: Backlight - Boyan Slat’s Hunt for Plastic

20’

What was once one of the most extraordinary and balanced water
cities in the world is now a metropolis where 20 million people have
enormous water problems. Mexico City has become a rock-solid
prop, and now it is confronted with a paradox of too much and too
little water. Heavy rains cause flooding, but water cannot be
retained and drinking water must be taken from elsewhere.
Ciudad Mexico is not only a very thirsty city, but also one of the
fastest sinking cities in the world. How can they learn to live with
water again?

Backlight: Boyan Slat’s Hunt for Plastic

50’

By now, everybody will have seen the images of the plastic soup in
the ocean. And everybody agrees that something has to be done.
When he was only 18 years old, the Dutch pioneer Boyan Slat set
up the greatest plastic cleanup campaign in history. His goal: a
plastic-free ocean by the year 2050. His systems gather waste in
places where plastic accumulates as a result of the ocean current.
Backlight follows Boyan Slat closely on his exciting journey. Whose
corner does Slat think the ball is in: citizens, the government, or
technology?

Backlight: Wood Wide Web

50’

Forests make the earth and our climate liveable and enhance
biodiversity. But modern man takes and cuts down (only last year
12 million hectares of forests), causing an unprecedented ecological
crisis. The theme of Wood Wide Web is the age-old intelligence of
trees and forests. Every old forest has evolved through thousands
of years, which makes it a blueprint for a healthy human society:
one that’s not homogeneous, but diverse and complex. Backlight
visits the last primeval forests of North America andc onsults the
trees - before it’s too late.
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Food
Mad About Truffles

Image: Mad About Truffles

59’ | 67’

Docs for Sale

Mad About Truffles is a story about hunters, poachers, breeders,
traders, star chefs and... a priest. The film is set in the black truffle
kingdom of the world: The Provence in the south of France. The
‘black diamond’ is the magical centre of a unique world populated
by diverse people. Their profound passion for this illusive
mushroom which rises from the below is what unites them. The
film shows how the truffle enchants the senses incites dreams and
becomes a jewel in Haute cuisine.

Booze

70’

On an unfortunate day, filmmaker Leo de Boer falls from his bicycle.
While Leo claims that his fall had nothing to do with his alcohol
intake because ‘he didn’t drink anything’, the doctor that examines
him confronts him with his alcohol consumption. He starts to
wonder: how much do I really drink? And what is considered too
much? Leo and his partners in misfortune are the representation
of a large group of mediocre to firm drinkers that might have a
problem, but rather not think about it. Isn’t it time to face ourselves
in the mirror?

Pano: Bushmeat

37’

Bushmeat is meat from wild animals living in the African rain forest.
Many of these animals are protected or endangered species. Every
year, tons of bushmeat enter Europe via Brussels airport.
Undercover research reveals that this meat is sold in Brussels. The
researchers investigate the risks and consequences of the
bushmeat trade.
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Gender & Orientation
Backlight: Manosphere

30’

Image: Mrs. Faber

Docs for Sale

Women play a more prominent role than ever before in our
education, economy and society. Some men are even conviced the
world has become ‘over-feminised’. These past years the so-called
‘manosphere’ experienced a major growth. This online movement
is a lively community of thousands of websites, blogs and message
boards. The members are convinced that the male has been
alienated from his true nature and roots. Backlight penetrates
deeply into this world and outlines a possible future of relations
between the sexes.

Mrs. Faber

56’

Docs for Sale

In the early eighties, tough trucker Harm marries shy country girl
Siepie. Thirty years later Harm tells her of his deepest desire: to
become a woman. In spite of losing her husband and her fear for
the remarks of their neighbours, Siepie supports Harm and gives
him the freedom to openly live as Harriette. Mrs. Faber shows how
Harriette holds her own in her male-dominated world of dirt track
racing and truck driving. All of this makes for a film which is as
moving as it is light-hearted, carried by Harriette’s humor and
down-to-earthiness.

Do You Have Kids?

80’

While the number of fertility clinics is growing fast, the number of
people who have to deal with infertility and childlessness also
increases. This personal documentary shows the struggle of lnés
ten Berge (49). lnés reflects on her fertility treatments, her inability
to find peace of mind and the reactions of others. In Do You Have
Kids?, she interviews others who are undesired childless. To find
out if a last attempt to get pregnant is still an option, lnés visits a
Finnish fertility doctor. Perhaps there is a way...

How To Be Gay

40’

In China, homosexuality is a great taboo and, according to many
Chinese, nonexistent. Queer people struggle with their identity and
the expectations of their families. Our journey leads to a series of
intimate encounters with people who talk about their own sexual
orientation. During a special cruise, a number of guests come out of
the closet, to the great dismay of some of their parents. A few even
get married while the ship is in international waters. What must
they do or not do in order to be accepted?
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History
Truus’ Children

Image: Children of the Holocaust

60’ | 90’

Docs for Sale

Before and during WWII, the Dutch war hero Truus Wijsmuller
saved the lives of thousands of mainly Jewish children. She was
a woman so convinced of her mission that she flew to Vienna to
negotiate a deal with Adolf Eichmann to let 10.000 mostly Jewish
children leave their birth countries and flee to England and the
Netherlands. In this documentary, 23 of the children look back on
the extrordinary events. Together with an authentic recording of
Truus Wijsmuller, a story about how to make a difference unfolds
that the world needs to see.

Children of the Holocaust

6x50’

Docs for Sale

In Children of the Holocaust, Jewish victims and their children talk
about the suffering their families endured during the Holocaust.
The survivors vary in age, are from different walks of life and have
each followed their designated path. However, what they have in
common is the burden of war history resting on their shoulders.
How were their lives impacted by the persecution? The result is a
haunting series that shows how the horror of the Holocaust has
deeply scarred the next generation.

They Call Me Babu 78’ Dutch Film Festival Winner Best
Feature-Length Documentary and Best Montage

In the 1940’s, native Indonesian girls work as nannies (pembantu)
for colonial Dutch families. The young Alima decides to escape from
an arranged marriage and work as a pembantu to care for baby
Jantje. She experiences World War II, the Japanese occupation
(in which her Dutch family ended up in internment camps), and
afterwards the hardfought independence of Indonesia. All these
years Alima remained loyal to the child, but she was also loyal to
Riboet, her beloved who fought in the Independence War.

The Eternal War in Iraq

50’

Docs for Sale

Iraq is in a grip. The rocket attack on a top Iranian general at
Baghdad airport drags Iraq into the geopolitical conflict between
Iran and the US. Back in 2003, the people of Iraq cheered when the
statue of the dictator Saddam Hussein finally went down on Firdos
Square. But the following decades, Iraqi society becameincreasingly
disrupted. Experts and crown witnesses who have experienced the
conflicts up close offer a unique insight into the seemingly insoluble
conflict in their country. Who will ever succeed in uniting the people
of Iraq?
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Human Interest & Society
Toxic Masculinity

50’

Docs for Sale

Highway of Tears

50’

Docs for Sale

Image: Highway of Tears

With a self-proclaimed feminist prime minister, a cabinet full of
female ministers, and gender-neutral toilets everywhere, Canada
seems extraordinarily progressive. But how is it possible that the
nation has already seen two attacks specifically against women?
In the ‘Toronto Van Attack’ in 2018 ten people lost their lives and
sixteen were wounded. The perpetrator stated that he belonged
to the ‘incels’, an online group of deeply frustrated men who blame
women for their conceived state of involuntary celibacy. How can
this misogyny endure in Canada and what is being done about it?

In Canada, indigenous women are six times more likely than white
women to meet a violent end. The ‘Highway of Tears’ is an endless
highway in the province of British Columbia where since the 1970’s
at least nineteen, but by unofficial estimates over 40, mostly First
Nation women and girls have disappeared. These incidents are not
isolated, but are said to be the result of more than a hundred years
of colonial policy. And according to relatives of Ramona, a girl who
went missing along the Highway of Tears twenty-five years ago,
the disappearances still haven’t come to an end.
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Human Interest & Society
Backlight: Taxi in Lockdown

30’

Little Survivors

Docs for Sale

Image: Little Survivors

Taxi drivers worldwide are hit hard by the COVID-19 crisis. Since
the success of the Uber app and other ride share services, many of
them work as self-employed professionals. Not only do they lose
their income; with the few customers they still have, drivers are at
greater risk of contamination. The documentary shows intimate
portraits of seven independent taxi drivers in New York, Wuhan,
Amsterdam, Rio de Janeiro, Tehran, Kisumu and Tel Aviv. The drivers
share their stories, their struggles and their abandoned cities. How
are they affected by the pandemic?

30’

In a landscape that radiates an idyllic innocence, Little Survivors tells
the story of four Yezidi children. The Yezidi community was
severely attacked by IS during the war in 2014. The children
became victims of human trafficking, separated from their families,
deployed as slaves or trained as child soldiers in Raqqa. Their verbal
testimony is linked to a “sandplay” session: a therapeutic
intervention with miniatures in a sandbox. How does a child deal
with this traumatic experience and how does this influence their
daily life?

Tao – Fighting For Football in China

60’

This documentary shreds a different light on life in China. Tao, a
passionate football coach, focusses on helping kids find their way in
modern society. Combining sports and English lessons, he
convinces parents to make time in the busy schedule of their
children. We learn about the challenges the new generation faces:
the expectations of society, the demanding education system,
pollution, the effect of the 1-child policy and obesity. However,
nothing can’t stop Tao from fulfilling his dream: running his own
football club in the heart of Beijing.
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Human Interest & Society
China Series

Image: Punks

17x30’

Today, China is one of the largest powers in the world. However,
in the rest world we can hardly put a face on it. Let alone have any
idea of how the average Chinese citizen lives and works, or what
their ambitions or fears are. Photographer Ruben Terlouw traces
the River Yangtze, travels through China from north to south and
criss-crossing this huge country. The serie makes clear how fast
China has been developing under the leadership of President Xi
Jinping, and how those developments affect the lives of the Chinese
people.

Dance or Die

54’

Punks 90’
Best Editing

IDFA 2019 Winner Best Cinematography and

International Emmy Award Winner

Dance or die is the motto of Syrian dancer Ahmad Joudeh - it’s
tattooed in his neck. lt’s his answer to the threats he received from
IS. Dance is Ahmad’s life, but it’s become impossible for him to
practice dance in his war-torn city of birth Damascus. However, his
talent and perseverance doesn’t go unnoticed. Ted Brandsen,
director of the National Ballet in Amsterdam, invites Ahmad to
come to the Netherlands. Soon he gains international recognition
and performs alongside his heroes. Yet he struggles with his new
life. What is the price he pays for his newly acquired freedom?

They seem to be hard as nails, the teenagers from Punks. Used to
acting tough, lying and colliding with the police, they now get a last
chance. On a remote farm in France, they’re trying to get their lives
back on track with the help of a counsellor. Filmed in extreme
close-up by director Maasja Ooms, the teenagers try to tame their
demons with music and therapy, but problems from the past keep
resurfacing. In this intimate and sincere portrait, these hardened
kids show us their most vulnerable sides.

Amazons

3x50’

Amazons is a documentary series about women who chose to fight
to defend their cause. The documentaries focus on the lives of
these women, the choice they made for armed guerilla, and the
effect that choice has on their personal lives and environment.
Amazons zooms in on different themes such as gender equality,
motherhood, love and work. We visit the PKK in Northern Iraq, the
FARQ in Colombia and three women in Israel and Palastine. What is
the outcome of their choice, and was it worth it?
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Investigation
Cold Case: Britta Cloetens

90’

Image: Cold Case - The Disappearance of Britta Cloetens

Docs for Sale

In Cold Case, court journalists reconstruct the investigation into
the sensational disappearance of the 25-year-old Britta Cloetens.
On April 23, 2011, Britta visited a car dealership near Antwerp
in Belgium. She never came home. What started as a worrying
disappearance soon became a murder investigation. Tijl Teckmans,
the salesman of the showroom, was identified as a suspect. The
documentary is based on exclusive access to the investigation
file, many video interviews of the suspect and conversations with
Britta’s parents.

Fatum: Room 216

55’

On a Sunday afternoon, a high-ranking military is being asked by
the police to help with the investigation of the disappearance of
three women of which two have been violated and murdered.
During the thorough, lengthy and politely conducted interview, we
see the two men being condemned to spend hours in the same
room. The suspects life slowly is drifting apart and eventually a
truth approaching Dante’s hell is being confessed. Based on a true
crime, Fatum: Room 216 features a chilling real-life interrogation
video.
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My Disability & Me
Wheelchair Roadmovie

Image: Wheelchair Roadmovie

3x40’

What does Europe look like through the eyes of people with
a physical disability? This is the question that filmmaker Mari
Sanders, who uses a wheelchair due to his cerebral palsy, sets
out to answer during an unusual journey through Europe. While
criss-crossing Europe, Mari tries to find out what connects and
divides Europeans from his own perspective, which leads to
eye-opening encounters. He challenges us to re-examine our own
dilemmas, dreams and ideals, and above all repeatedly
demonstrates the universal power of perseverance.

Broken

4x50’

Rockie Awards Winner

Broken is a documentary series following a group of people during
their stay in a rehabilitation centre. The series, also following some
of the medical staff, tells their story, as if it’s a novel. It reveals wat
happens when disaster strikes. A traffic accident, an unfortunate
fall from the stairs or a cerebral haemorrhage; it takes just one
second, but life will never be the same again afterwards. Suddenly
a body is broken, as if it’s a machine. In Broken, we see how patients
try to shape their new lives. What remains of them, now that their
old life has abruptly ended?

Pucks World

57’

When his daughter Puck is born, filmmaker Gert-Jan de Vries gets
an eerie feeling. Nine months later the family consults a
paediatrician: Puck is severely handicapped. Starting with the
pregnancy Gert-Jan films his wife, his sons and his daughter. Since
Puck can’t talk, the family members interview each other about the
struggles and the tensions that come with the arrival of Puck. It
results in an intimate and frank documentary, showing the impact
of having a severely handicapped child in your family, in a period
when health-care is heavily under discussion.
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Science & Technology
Backlight: Tomorrow’s Virus

42’

Image: Backlight Shorts - The Future of Fashion

Docs for Sale

What will tomorrow’s virus look like? And how can we prepare
for it? Our globalised world makes us vulnerable and no one will
be safe from the next virus. For many doctors and scientists, the
current COVID-19 crisis came as no surprise. In Tomorrow’s Virus,
Ron Fouchier, virologist at Erasmus Medical Center and a key figure
in virology answers the urgent questions of our time. What new
viruses can we expect in the future? Can humans outsmart them
and arm themselves?

Backlight Shorts: A Basic Income for Everyone

10’

Historian Rutger Bregman put the basic income on the worldwide
political agenda four years ago. At least nine Dutch cities
announced experiments. Bregman became an often invited
speaker around the world. What is the current situation? And how
do we ensure that the basic income can become
future-proof?

Backlight Shorts: Big Space Waste Cleanup

10’

Dutch artist and innovator Daan Roosegaarde is on a mission to
clean up space. Over 100 million pieces of ‘space waste’, debris of
discarded satellites and rockets, are littering the space surrounding
the earth. At a speed of 25,000 km per hour, a collision could have
catastrophic consequences for communication on earth. How can
we clean up space, and who is going to do it? Will our planet
become imprisoned by its own space waste?

Backlight Shorts: The Future of Fashion

10’

Backlight shows five future fashion pioneers who make their
industry future-proof by experimenting with new fabrics, reuse and
hi-tech design. Their ‘fashion of the future’ goes fairly beyond
sustainability alone. They also force us to look differently at beauty
and the role that clothing plays in our lives. Will we all end up
wearing that one ultimate garment that changes with our moods,
protects us from bacteria, repairs itself and never needs to be
washed again?
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Science & Technology
Backlight Shorts: Beyond the Green Horizon

Image: Backlight Shorts - The Doughnut Economy

10’

What will the future sustainable world look like? That is the big
question, now that the global transition towards sustainable energy
is gaining momentum. For the growth of sustainable energy
involves a lot more changes than just the colour of the power
supplied to our homes. How will we build, how will our mobility be
impacted, and will energy, one day, be free?

Backlight Shorts: Conquering Our DNA

10’

Estonia has set up a biobank where the DNA of almost 150,000
inhabitants are soon be stored. This way, the most digitized country
in the world wants to set up preventive and personalized health
care based on DNA. It’s clear: DNA analysis has the future. But how
do we protect our data?

Backlight Shorts: The Doughnut Economy

10’

What do we do when markets are inefficient and eternal growth
has unwanted consequences? Time for a new economic model.
After the increase in consumer’s purchasing power, we do shop a
lot. Unfortunately also CO2 emissions and inequality are rising fast.
What’s can we do to stop this? British economist Kate Raworth
uses a powerful picture for a new circular economy: the doughnut.
Our economic activities should not fly out of bend, but grow within
limits, as in an ideal circle.

Backlight Shorts: Scramble for the North Pole

10’

The melting of the polar ice-cap is altering the map of the
world. The world’s superpowers are facing off for the rights to mine
the region for its treasures. Two renowned photographers, Kadir
van Lohuizen and Yuri Kozyrev, travel to the North Pole region to
record the effects of climate change. In North America, they meet
with a group of Canadian soldiers and with the American
coastguard in the outer reaches of Alaska. In Russia, they visit
the gigantic gas fields of the melting Tundra where they board an
icebreaker.
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Image: Dance or Die
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